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“I love Schlock Mercenary! You should make an RPG out of it.” We heard variations on this statement starting in the first year of the comic’s existence. It was one of the signs that Howard had created a rich and varied universe, fans wanted a chance to play inside it and tell their own stories. Being RPG players ourselves (sometimes regularly, sometimes with long hiatuses), the idea of a Schlock RPG appealed to us. Yet Howard felt cautious. He did not want to just stretch a Schlock Mercenary skin over an RPG framework. He knew that the very structure of the RPG needed to help players create an experience that felt like the comic. It meant a ground-up construction of an RPG which was …daunting. The project never moved beyond “nice idea” for over a decade.

Enter Alan Bahr. For Alan the idea of constructing an RPG is exciting rather than daunting. Thinking up new game systems is something he does on a weekly basis. Alan and Howard both spent time at a local comics and game shop, which is where the seeds of the D6³ (or Mayhem) system began. The combination of three simple dice (d6) plus a set of humorous cards proved to be a powerful combination for getting players into the unlikely sorts of situations that happen in the Schlockiverse. Howard and Alan loved the idea and the ways they could fit the Schlockiverse around it, but they had an obstacle that could kill the project, they had to convince me.

I knew that Howard and Alan had been meeting to discuss a Schlock RPG. I knew that Howard was getting excited about it. However I also knew that if we did an RPG it would be a huge undertaking that would absorb massive amounts of creative energy for a full year. (I was wrong in my estimate, it was two years.) I was not certain I wanted to invest that much time and energy into an RPG. We had so many other projects already under way. So when Howard scheduled a meeting for me to meet Alan and to hear the proposal, I agreed reluctantly.

The meeting took place at our kitchen table. Alan sat at one end and described the D6³ system to me. Then he and Howard together described the fun ways that Schlockiverse things would fit with that system. Most of all, they described the proposed business plan. The basics of our contract with Alan were outlined, along with a schedule of monthly meetings for a year leading up to a Kickstarter in the spring of 2015. The game structure was brilliant, the business plan was solid, Alan was sharp and focused. It was that meeting which brought me on board and got the project moving.

It was a slow pace, like an airplane taxiing toward a runway. Howard and Alan delved into particulars of the Schlockiverse, figuring how they would fit around the mechanical structure. Howard began brain dumping world building thoughts that would eventually become the locations section. We decided which sophont types would be playable as characters. The esspererin were created specifically for the game, though they were written into the comic a year or more before the book saw print.

My job was mostly organizational. I was communicating with artists for preliminary art and paying for pieces as they came in. We knew we needed art as proof of concept for the Kickstarter. Otherwise fans might expect Howard to do all the drawing and we knew that wasn't physically possible with him also having to do most of the writing. Besides, Howard couldn't pass up the opportunity to see his universe through the eyes of other artists. He always saw the art first, and on multiple occasions called me into his office to admire the beautiful work.

We met monthly, and in every meeting one of us would say something like “we really need a name for this game.” In January of 2015, we stepped up the pace of the meetings so that we were meeting bi-weekly as we prepared for the Kickstarter launch. It got to be February, only two months out from the launch, and we still didn’t have a name. All three of us were at the same convention. Howard and Alan had lunch together while I was watching the booth. This is how Howard wrote up the story for an online feature called “My Favorite Bit.”

I was pretty sure it was a terrible idea.

For thirty seconds I thought it was brilliant, and then it seemed so dumb I actually felt embarrassment for having thought of it, and I hadn’t even shared it with anyone yet.
I was at lunch with Alan Bahr, and we were trying to come up with a name for the role playing game set in the Schlock Mercenary universe. We were pretty late in the development cycle to not have a name, and we were getting desperate.

Schlock Mercenary readers have been requesting a role playing game since 2003. You’d think that would have given me enough time to dream up a name for it, but naming non-existent products didn’t seem like a good use of my time. Then, in February of 2015, Sandra, Alan, and I were finally far enough along that we needed a name, and we needed one rather immediately. We could have called it the Schlock Mercenary RPG, but that felt lackluster, and everybody agreed that it would have limited our reach in the wider RPG space.

The idea, the terrible one, had been with me for a while, and I was afraid to share it with Alan. We were brainstorming in a hotel restaurant when I finally decided that bouncing one more dumb thing off of him couldn’t possibly hurt THAT much. I shrugged aside my fear of looking stupid, and gave Alan the pitch.

“How about this: We call the game PLANET MERCENARY, naming it after an in-universe supplier of weapons and stuff.”

Alan winced.

“There’s more.” I mimed opening a book and turning pages. “The book is an in-world artifact. The front page is a letter from the CEO.”

“Okaaaay.”

I adopted my Official Market-Speak Voice:

“Valued Planet Mercenary customer! Many of you have expressed concerns that the grunts in your companies are uneducated imbeciles, and you can’t get them to read briefing materials, not even to literally save their lives. We have created this old-timey pencil-and-paper role playing book to solve your problem. Your grunts will think it is just a game, but they will actually be learning about the weapons they carry, the enemies they point those weapons at, and the places where, if they read carefully, they might just NOT breathe their last breath.”

I stopped, and waited for Alan to say “Yup. That’s ridiculous.”

He did not say that.

His eyes lit up, his jaw dropped, and he began gushing about how awesome this was. He thought it was fantastic. I waited for thirty seconds, wondering if the idea would turn as dumb for him as it had for me.

It did not.

So I tried looking at my silly idea through his eyes, and I fell in love with it all over again.

We shared the in-world-artifact concept with a few others, and they reacted almost exactly like Alan had, loving it, and becoming quite excited to see the finished product. This energized me, and when I sat down to write some of the fluff in the book I adopted an in-universe voice, and the words flowed in that exhilarating way that tells writers they are geniuses and cannot be stopped.

(I should point out that this exhilaration never lasts long enough, and there’s always a slog during which we wonder whether we’re just too stupid to know how stupid we are, but imposter syndrome is a story for another day.)

Other ideas followed. In the margins on the front page there is an in-line comment from the CEO:

“Who wrote this? I don’t talk like that! Also, if I make notes in here, will they get cleaned out before we print?”

One of the writers assures the CEO that in-line comments will be removed, and of course they are not. The comments in the margins become their own through-line, telling several stories across 200+ pages of RPG text.

I find it a little frightening to consider that this idea, which I was afraid to share with my collaborator, is now the theme that ties the entire project together. It is not just a title and a cool hook. It is the hook, the line, the sinker, the rod, the boat, and the compass.

It is also my favorite bit—not because it’s important to the project, but because it will always serve as a reminder to me that some of the very best ideas look stupid, and I won’t be able to figure out whether they’re worthwhile without sharing them.

All I remember is Howard coming to me very excited by his in-universe concept. In the long run that concept made some things easier and other things much harder. Imagine trying to explain to a graphic designer: we want it to look like a far-future, science-fictional company has tried to create a historically-accurate paper-and-pencil RPG. So think ahead to an imagined future, then imagine what they would get wrong as they were looking back to our recent past. But the concept and title carried us through our last run up to the Kickstarter.

How do I describe running a Kickstarter to someone who hasn’t done it? I guess it is a bit like taking off in an airplane. There is this pressure and sense of speed often accompanied by the feeling of a falling stomach. And in the moment of take off, the destination is no longer entirely
in your control. We were thrilled when people responded and the project funded. Then over funded. Then we had to make up new stretch goals. Creating new stretch goals mid-project is always tricky. It is hard to coldly calculate the cost of add-ons when your heart is overflowing with gratitude for your backers. I answered so much email that month responding to backer questions and excitement.

Yet the collaboration was joyous. We all learned so much, perhaps me most of all. I gained confidence as an editor that I hadn't had before. We learned when to hand off work to people with far more experience than we had. When the three advance copies arrived in July of 2017, Howard and I called Alan. He came right over and the three of us sat at that same kitchen table where we'd sat three years before. Only this time we were holding (maybe hugging a bit) the book that was the result of those three years' work. Through the collaboration moving online, and involving additional creative input, all our project discussions had been taking place via skype, phone call, or email. On that day it was lovely to just sit there, the three of us, and admire what we had brought into existence.

### Design Principles for Planet Mercenary

When we originally started working on Planet Mercenary, we laid out three core design goals that we consulted whenever we made a decision about how the mechanics of the game or universe would function. These principles were ranked in order of importance.

1. The game mechanic should be easy to learn and teach.

2. The game mechanic should be able to be played quickly, and encourage fun, even when in-game circumstances for characters were disastrous.

3. The game mechanic should sit in the background and get out of the way when the game is underway rather than intruding into or interrupting story.

Note that these principles are slightly different than the player-facing instructions of picking funny first, story second, and rules third. Those instructions only work because the mechanical framework of the game is strong enough to carry the load. These design principles are how we made sure that the framework was strong.

They are also slightly different than the design principles that we had for the worldbuilding and descriptive elements, which became the surface (or skin) of the game that was stretched over the mechanical framework. The design principles for the skin were that, as much as possible, everything needed to match the tone and historical canon of the Schlock Mercenary comic. However, since an RPG and a comic are two different genres of entertainment, when there was a conflict between the design principles for the skin and the design principles for the mechanics, mechanics won out. There are a few exceptions to this, but ranking the layers of design principles guided our decisions when these layers conflicted with each other.

Our decision process relating to Resources and Supplies shows how these mechanical design principles forced us to evolve our in-game resource system into what it became for release:

We knew we needed a way to allow players to purchase items as part of their play experience. Getting to have cool stuff is an important part of our second game design principle: have fun. However, we also knew that economies are very complex, and we had to stick to our first and foremost game design principle: the game should be easy to learn and teach.

In order to be easy to learn and teach, the numbers had to be small and comprehensible, yet we also needed to be able to represent the astronomical amounts of money necessary to purchase and equip spaceships, while also representing an individual's ability to buy a shiny new weapon.

Howard has (deliberately) never locked down a galactic currency in the comic, so during the initial design phase (alpha), Alan created a "Resource" mechanic. It functioned as a generic representation of various amounts of currency. It served as a "threshold" representing purchasing power
for items that cost fractions. Here’s a snippet of the alpha rules for Resources:

“Characters start with a number of pieces of equipment per mission equal to the Charter’s resource rating. All selected equipment must have a minimum Charter resources requirement less than the charter’s currently available resources. All characters get a free sidearm or one-handed melee weapon on top of their selected equipment.”

The idea was that instead of each player having money, the company would have a resource stat which determined what the players could afford to purchase and what they couldn’t. During playtesting it became quickly apparent that our attempt to make Resources less of a management tool, and more of a game stat, wasn’t working. The idea of a “statistic” determining financial wealth was a hurdle many players struggled to get over, and the binary “yes/no” purchasing requirements (is the cost of X item under your Resources or not), made the game unfun, and rather limited. There was no fluidity to the way Resources mattered. This was one of the times where principle two made us re-examine how we were meeting principle one. We were certain we could create another easy-to-teach method that had more fun in it. Also this stat method didn’t really meet principle one since it was a hurdle that players had to get over in order to play.

For our next adaptation, we created two levels of financial purchasing power: Resources and Requisition (which we renamed to Supplies, thank heavens — there were too many R words in the game). The intent was to separate quartermaster levels of purchasing from Company levels of purchasing.

Our goal was this:

Supplies would fluctuate between missions with a lot of variance.

Resources would increase or decrease slowly and in small amounts.

This seemed like the best approach to make our representation of a galactic economy match our three design principles. It allowed ease of teaching by having two tiers, both with small numbers. It empowered the players to purchase fun items, thus assisting in the creation of fun.

The challenge that remained was to decide how to assign numbers to represent currencies. We bounced a lot of numbers around and did a lot of math to determine what ratios might work (100 Supplies = 1 Resource, etc.). We spent more time working the math on the mechanics of this section than on any other game mechanic. We would come up with an option, run a playtest, then come up with another option, rinse, repeat.

We devised countless systems, and each one violated our core rules. Either they didn’t play quickly, or they weren’t easy to teach (simulating a galactic economy on a binary level is not easy), or they required book keeping that got in the way of play moving forward. So we pumped the brakes and asked what the easiest math was. Increments of 5 Supplies to 1 Resource was the place we ended up. Increments of 5 are simple. They come naturally to most people. They’re easy to teach and track. This solution did leave us with a problem: some suits of armor cost more than some spaceships. That’s not ideal.

That’s why the rulebook has this text:

Once you turn Resources into Supplies, you can’t change your points back. The only way to earn more Resources is through play. On the other hand, the only way to get Supplies is to spend Resources, and Supplies are the only way to get gear.

Supplies don’t buy spaceships. Resources buy spaceships. Once you dissolve your capital for micro-transactions, it’s hard to put it back together. It’s a one-way swing.

Resources represent massive quantities, the sort of capital and purchasing power that companies use to make payroll, acquisitions, or similar levels of financial investment. Supplies represent individual pay levels, single purchase amounts, and smaller financial levels. When a Resource is turned into 5 Supplies a substantial amount of value is lost in the change over.

A starship that costs “1 Resource” is a nonspecific thing at its core. The cost represents not only the specific currency amount, but also talking the dealer down, competing prices, and the ongoing cost to run the ship. (Asking game groups to track fuel and maintenance costs definitely violates the design principles, so those are rolled into the Resource cost of acquiring the ship or item.) Supplies function the same way but on a personal scale.

It is not a perfect system. By definition an abstraction can’t be perfect, and there is an inherent dissonance when it appears that a small spaceship costs less than an expensive suit of armor. We have a Q&A section addressing that. However, it was the best solution available to let us hold to our design principles.

A lot of mechanics in the game have similar levels of abstraction. Fireteams are an abstracted supplement to the characters that allow players to represent being in command of soldiers. Skill Ranks and their associated Skill Checks are an abstraction of how knowledge and
experience can affect the outcome of in-game actions. Mayhem rolls and their cards are an abstracted mechanism designed to create funny or disastrous twists that occur in all good stories.

Every time we were confronted with a question about how an action/item/event should work, we always went back to our core principles to help us choose what rules ended up in the book.

With those design principles in place, we were able to know which portions of the Schlockiverse could be ported straight into the Planet Mercenary system, and which would need to be altered or abstracted to fit. We had to do a lot of learning along the way and more than once we had to tear apart a mechanical section and re-build it when we discovered places where one pocket of rules or stats conflicted with another pocket of rules or stats. Then we’d have to make sure that the changes were reflected in all the locations of the text where that rule was mentioned.

Ultimately, we finished with a game that we believe best matches our mechanical design principles and also matches our worldbuilding design principles, while still being the in-universe object that Howard and Alan conceived it to be.

Designing Amorphs and AI Characters

**Amorphs**

Since Sergeant Schlock is such a huge part of the Schlock Mercenary comic strip, we knew we had to allow amorphs as a playable sophont type. Unfortunately, our first attempts at amorph characters showed that any rule set which put amorph characters into balance with other types of sophonts either made other sophonts stronger than they appeared in the comic, or nerfed the amorphs so that they couldn’t do many of the things that Schlock does in the comic. This problem was one of several factors that led us to decide that it was okay for the mechanics of the playable sophonts to not be perfectly balanced against each other. This means that if a player wants to make sure they always “win,” then there are some sophonts who have a distinct numerical advantage. Our stated goal for the game is “have fun” or “fail gloriously in a way that you can tell stories about for years,” and all sophont types are equally able to help players with those goals. Planet Mercenary is a game where a disastrous failure for the characters can be a big win for the players.

However, we also knew that fun would disappear if the sophonts were too far out of balance, so we pulled some of the specialized amorph skills into the GC section. Amorph characters can earn those skills through play, but do not have them at character creation. This matches the comic as Sergeant Schlock discovers new capabilities and hones his skill in the progress of the story. Pulling these skills into a “you can acquire these later” category was the best way to allow amorph characters to do all the things that sergeant Schlock does, without making amorphs completely overpowered as new characters.

**AIs**

When we started discussing specific sophont types, Howard declared that making playable AI characters would require entirely new rulesets. In the comic, AI are created, destroyed, adapted, and shifted as the various story lines needed. Trying to create rules that matched the Planet Mercenary mechanics on one end, and resembled the use of AI in the comic was bound to be complex, if not impossible. It was a can of worms that we thought was too complicated to tackle with the first release. We planned it for an expansion when we would have more time for play testing and working on it.

Then mid-Kickstarter, Alan was bored at work and made a set of rules for AI characters that matched the comic, matched our design rules, and made the capabilities of an AI character in the same ballpark as other sophont types. Howard loved them.

The key to making AI work was linking their skills to the company AI rating at the time of character generation and to create limits and advantages for AI depending on the type of chassis selected at generation. Essentially, we didn’t create one playable sophont type, we created six playable AI types and a rule set that allows switching between the types but only with a risk of consequences. Linking points for skills to the company AI rating was a way to make sure that AI characters didn’t have a huge skill point advantage or disadvantage, while also mirroring the way that the comic portrays companies acquiring AI.

Once Alan presented all of this and we could see how it easily slid into place with the other mechanical aspects of the game, we decided to release AI as playable characters in the core book.
Alan is the Game Chief  
Steve is playing as Rike Mandahl (human)  
Omar is playing as Samantha (Ursumari)  
Angela is playing as Captain Tentoo (Ob’enn)  
Maricella is playing as Bob (amorph)

Our encounter begins with Alan describing the space, as they enter the complex that they’re infiltrating: “You’re in a large warehouse space, with a guardroom off to one side. There are crates around you that you can use for cover as you sneak by, but since the stacks of crates are up against walls, you can’t stay behind them the whole time. There is a large open area between the crates and the guardroom.”

Steve botches a Stealth roll, and several guards notice the party.

“I shoot!” yells Omar, with audible groans emitting from the other players.

“No, take it back,” says Angela. “We can still hide.”

Alan grins, knowing that the “What you say is what you do” principle is in effect.

“Omar, roll your attack. What do you intend to do with your second action?”

Dice clatter.

“Uh, 21 to hit with my Shurikannon, and no Mayhem,” says Omar. “For my second action, I’ll duck behind cover with my fireteam.”

“Sounds good, and that hits. Roll damage,” says Alan.

Omar rolls damage, and Alan tallies it. The rest of the table looks around awkwardly for a second. Alan pauses to see if any of the players speak to take action. When they don’t, he inserts the actions of the opponents.

“Okay, well, the guards shoot!” says Alan.

“Dang it, I shoulda jumped in,” says Maricella.

Alan resolves the attacks from one of the three squads of guards. They hit Steve and Angela because the player-characters are still in the open. Maricella is also in the open, but the squad didn’t aim at her this time. Alan pauses before rolling attacks for the remaining two squads and gives his players a chance to take their actions. He could have made all the squads attack, but it is still early in the game and he’s teaching his players to make combat choices quickly, so he wants them to have opportunities to succeed. Later in the game, he’ll be less forgiving, allowing players to experience full consequences.

“Okay, I shoot twice,” says Steve. Dice rolls are had and attacks are resolved. (Note that Steve’s fireteam is now doing nothing because Steve failed to give them orders.)

“I’ll order my Fireteam to put down suppressing fire,” says Maricella, “then I’ll attack.”

More dice are rolled.

“I duck behind cover and berate Omar for shooting so quickly,” Angela says. “Also I’ll fire once.”

Alan says, “Okay, I can count ducking for cover and berating as a single action, but only because it’s awesome. What does your character (Captain Tentoo) say to Omar’s character (Samantha)?”

Angela says, “Samantha, you idiot! Take cover before firing next time!”

Alan smiles and tosses Angela a RiPP for acting in character, thus reminding players that acting in character earns rewards.

All the players have now taken their actions, so Alan has the remaining two squads take action. One of the squads throws a grenade. At the moment the grenade goes off, the following people have taken cover: Angela, Omar, Omar’s fireteam (because he specifically ordered it), and Steve and Angela’s fireteams (because it is assumed that those fireteams are hunkering down behind cover and are waiting for orders). The following people are out in the open: Steve, Maricella, and Maricella’s fireteam.

The grenade is a frag grenade which does 4d6 + 6 damage. Alan rolls a 12 on the dice for a total of 18 damage. Alan decides it is too early in the story to inflict piles of damage on the players. He declares that those behind cover don’t get hit. This also rewards those players for their roleplay choice. Of the three out in the open, he decides to split the damage between them, but only if they get hit. He has Maricella and Steve both roll a d6. If they roll a 5 or 6, then they’re hit with 6 points of damage. Maricella rolls a 3 and is safe. Steve rolls a 5 and thus takes damage. However, he’s wearing excellent armor with a reduction of 5, so only 1 point of damage affects his HP. To determine the outcome for the exposed fireteam, Maricella rolls...
the die and they’re hit. She then rolls a d6 to determine which fireteam member was hit. (1–2 is member A, 3–4 is member B, 5–6 is member C.) It turns out that member C is hit. Maricella pauses for a moment to name the fireteam member Lucy, then flips a coin to see whether Lucy lives or dies. Lucy is lucky this time. Maricella marks down that Lucy has survived death and play continues.

**Note:** If Lucy had died, then Maricella would have had to remove Lucy’s portion of the stats from her fireteam, thus making her team less effective for the remainder of combat. The team also instantly loses any qualities that it may have had. After combat is over, Maricella could add a probie member to her fireteam, thus incurring the Probie quality. Details on the Probie quality can be found on page 105 of the Planet Mercenary RPG sourcebook.

During the next round, Omar wants his fireteam to flank some of the guards, in order to provide covering fire. He explains his intent to Alan.

“Sure,” says Alan. “However, they’re going to need to make a Physical roll to avoid incoming fire and move from cover to cover. If they make it, they can do it this round, but it takes the whole round. If not, they only get halfway.” Alan decides the Physical roll’s Target Number (TN) is 18. He wants it to be challenging, but not impossible.

Omar rolls for his fireteam. With their successful roll of 20 after modifiers, they make it.

**Note:** Since Planet Mercenary doesn’t concern itself with tactical positioning, but narrative movement, dice rolls like the one noted above are an excellent way to handle risky or failure-potential movements. Basically, you describe what you want to do, then roll a Physical skill to see how successful you are at it. The GC should set the TN based on how challenging the described motion would be.

After a couple of rounds of combat, only one guard remains. He begins to flee through a back door in the guard area. If he gets away, then he’ll likely alert more guards.

Maricella (who has an amorph character) says, “I chase him.”

“Okay,” says Alan, “what is your Athletics skill?”

“Four, and I have the Pursuit specialty.”

Alan doesn’t have a specific Athletics skill written down for this particular guard, so on the spot, he decides to give this task a moderate difficulty, which means the TN is 15.

Maricella rolls the dice. She gets 9, adds 4 for her Skill Ranks, but still only scores 13, which would fail. But since Maricella has an applicable specialty, she re-rolls one of the dice to bring her roll up to a 12, adds her 4 skill ranks, and scores a new total of 17, which is a success.

Alan says, “You leap over the crate and follow him through the back door, where you catch him. Now what do you do?”

“I hold him until everyone can catch up.”

Alan says, “Congratulations, you’ve discovered an amorph Athletics specialty called Hold. I’ll let you hold this guy, but if you want to do it again, you’ll need to purchase the specialty as part of leveling up when this job is complete.”

“Cool!”
There is a mechanic for an automatic failure, so why isn’t there one for an automatic success?

If a GC has designed a task to be deliberately difficult with a high TN, then we don’t want random luck to make the impossible into a success. However, we do want to provide a mechanism for success to be extra-surprising. This is the Upgraded Success, which first requires that you succeed and then takes that success over the top in an entertaining fashion. We did provide for automatic failure, because we wanted long-lived PCs (who have thus accrued amazing skill sets) to have some amount of risk associated with their rolls. (If a task is so easy that the PC shouldn’t be able to fail at it, then don’t roll the dice at all.)

Is there a general rule of thumb for how to apply the “becoming less effective” aspect of a mook squad? Do they do less damage, have lower attack scores, etc., and if so, to what extent does this rule apply?

To not require too much bookkeeping (because bookkeeping slows down play), we suggest that you reduce Damage by half when the mook squad is at half health. That’s it. Keep it simple. If you want to be more granular, then you can use additional fractional increments.

I have a player who has found every single numerical advantage provided in the character and fireteam creation systems. How do I make sure encounters are still challenging?

If your players are too focused on combat optimization, start putting them into encounters and stories that require non-combat solutions (negotiations, stealth missions, etc.). You can also put them in situations that deliberately disadvantage their preferred combat method. Make them enter a location where weapon restrictions are enforced, or where they’re not allowed to bring their fireteams. Put a personal cost on any collateral damage (“your pay will be docked for every crate that gets damaged”). You can also use the challenge point system on page 280 of Planet Mercenary RPG to tailor any combat encounters to your player’s damage capabilities.

Additionally, you may want to sit down with the player and the design principles essay. Discuss with them how much more fun the game can be if their character has to be brave instead of being able to one-shot all the enemies.

The book says, “The GC will let you know when your weapon’s license will cause a problem.” I’m the GC. What should I tell my players?

This comes down to personal preference. If you don’t want to deal with the weapon licensing rules, ignore them and let your players carry whatever they want to carry anywhere they want to go. However, please do consider the possible story interest inherent in making players equip for the location you’re in. This is particularly useful if you need to separate one over-enthusiastic player from his maxed-out shurikannon.

When deciding what weapons would have consequences, think about the world in which we live and what the consequences would be for carrying a military-grade rocket launcher in a big city vs. a rural area vs. a war zone. One situation would almost certainly result in arrest, one would earn a talking-to (“Earl, I know your rocket launcher is cool, but it’s making folks nervous, so please leave it home”), and the third would likely just result in people staying out of your way.

The thing that is most important when dealing with weapon restrictions is to let your players know whether or not you’ll be paying attention to those restrictions. It doesn’t make for a good play session when the GC suddenly has players arrested for carrying weapons that they’ve carried without problems for weeks. Unless, of course, the arrest is actually because the local crime boss is irritated, and he paid his plants in the local police department to pick up the PCs on a weapons charge so that he can have words with them.

Can we get more detail about how medical gear works, and the healing time required for different items?

For an RPG, items that heal or repair turn out to be as big a can of worms as weapons that destroy. We knew we needed to include some of the iconic medical items mentioned in the comic, but for the most part, the ability to heal isn’t that relevant to gameplay because of how deadly most of the weapons are. We balanced this with the “promotion from grunt” mechanic rather than trying to provide piles of items to help players keep their primary character alive. If you’re mid-combat, then you won’t have time to use much beyond a slapstick. If you’re between sessions, then we figure you can bring back your old character if you want or continue
forward with your new one. However, we know it would be useful for storytelling to have the stats and uses of medical gear explained more fully. This is on the list of things we may explore in future expansions/releases when we have time to crunch the numbers and playtest the mechanics necessary to make sure that the medical gear doesn’t break the game.

What if I want to be able to replicate an event in the comic that the rules of the game make difficult or impossible?

The game is designed to allow people to play and tell their own stories in the Schlockiverse. In fact, we tried to build that into the structure of the game; however, a comic and an RPG are different media with different narrative and structural requirements. This means that some things that work great in the comic are made difficult by the structure of the game. We offer two solutions.

1. Keep to the structure of the game and let yourself be led into a different story than you anticipated.
2. Make some house rules that let you tell the story you want to tell.

If you choose the house rules option, then double-check your house rules with everyone in the party before using them in play. Be aware that once you institute a house rule, it may have extensive consequences for the game both mechanically and in the story. (There are reasons we had to opt to not allow some of the things that happen in the comic. You might discover why.) If you find that your house rules work really well, and you think others might also enjoy them, consider writing up a resource explaining them for other players to use. These player-generated resources can be uploaded to the “Shared Resources” page on www.planetmercenary.com.

How do I generate NPCs?

This answer depends on how important the NPC is to your story and how long you expect to have to deal with this particular NPC. If you’re creating a shopkeeper for a brief haggling interaction, then all you really need for that NPC is their sophont type, a personality trait (greedy, friendly, helpful), and a target number for your player to hit while haggling. And truthfully you can skip the sophont type and personality trait if the interaction isn’t roleplayed much.

However, if you’re creating an NPC who is going to be a long-term antagonist, or who will have repeat appearances, or who will accompany your players, then you’ll want to have more details. The amount of detail is up to you. You can fill out a full character sheet, fill out one of the NPC half sheets that are available at www.planetmercenary.com, or just jot down a few relevant stats on an index card. For the index card method, it is often simplest to use the same stat structure that is used for fireteams, having only a single stat each for Combat, Mental, Physical, Social, and Damage. The key is that for an NPC, you don’t have to balance stats against anything. Simply give the NPC the skills or stats that you need them to have in order to accomplish their role in the story. Also, don’t share those stats with players, so you can fudge them behind your screen in service of the story, should you need to. If you do fudge stats or dice rolls, make sure you do so in a way that makes the game more fun for your players.

I want to create a character with a background as a cook. How do I create a background or command package that isn’t listed in the book?

The first thing to do is ask yourself what role is this package trying to fulfill that another package can’t already fulfill if you simply change the name?

Once you’ve determined you really do need to create something new, start assigning skill bonuses.

For Command Packages, they get 8 new skill points, divided into sections of +2 to a skill (so 4 sets of +2 bonuses). You can provide binary options (choosing between two choices) for some of these skills. One of those options should always be a combat skill choice.

For Background packages, they get 6 new skill points, divided into sections of +2 to a skill (so 3 sets of +2 bonuses).

It is unusual to give specialties as part of one of these packages. If it is truly necessary, then they should only get a single point in the relevant skill plus the specialty.

For example, let’s say we want to create a Data Analyst background package.

There are several types of data analyst, so let’s say we want this background to fit two of them:

Intelligence
Economic

Obviously, we should start with the core skills: +2 Economics or +2 Insight. This represents the two sides of our coin here. Next we have some supplemental skills: +2 Computers or +2 History. This allows for the player to add some deeper focus. Lastly, we have +2 Research. We figure all data analysts need to know how to research.

This is a very Mental Skills-oriented Background, but it certainly gives us the right feel.
If I look at Resources and Supplies, some starships cost less than some suits of armor. Why don’t players just use these starships instead?

You have correctly identified that from a straight numbers perspective this can be more cost-effective, mathematically. However, it breaks the story by being an illogical solution.

You might want to read the section of the Design Principles essay where we discuss the evolution of the Resources and Supplies system. You might also want to read the Q&A about a player who wants to stat-crunch into a munchkin character. Maybe you even read both of those things to your players. In fact, they can read this entire GC secrets PDF.

Abstractions are (by definition) imperfect and inaccurate. The goal of the Resources and Supplies system is to simulate enough of an economy to allow for storytelling and fun to happen. If it seems like your group of players isn’t able to have fun unless the Resources and Supplies system is a little more complicated, then hack the system. Make it 1 Resource to 10 Supplies. Keep in mind that your players will start with more gear at that point, and make sure you’re prepared for that. Also be aware that going higher than a 10-to-1 ratio risks making the rewards for completing missions too good. Players will get outfitted in top-of-the-line gear far too easily.

If you think up other hacks for the Resources and Supplies system that you believe might help other game groups, feel free to write it up and submit it to the “Shared Resources” section of www.planetmercenary.com. That way, others who share your love of economic complexity can hack their own games.

What if my player doesn’t have the right skill and wants to use a different one instead?

That is just fine, as long as the player can justify the use of the skill in the current situation. We call this using an adjacent skill rather than a primary skill. For example, if your player needs to remove glue from a surface, then the obvious, primary skill would be Chemistry. But the player could also use the adjacent skill of Experimental Sciences, and try scraping or pouring liquids on the glue to see what will work. Alternately, they could use the Medicine skill if they manage to convince everyone that this particular glue is used in surgeries, so therefore, their medical knowledge should include knowledge of how to remove this glue. We encourage allowing players to use adjacent skills. It gives them more options for success and often promotes creative storytelling. Don’t forget to award RiPPs where they’ve been earned.
Planet Mercenary is, at its core, a game of cooperative storytelling. All of the mechanics, dice, stats, characters, and cards exist to assist in the telling of this story. The Game Chief functions as the conductor for that story, the person who has a plan ahead of time, and who has to adapt when the players go off script. The GC’s job becomes a bit easier when the GC has a comprehension of some of the basic elements that go into making stories, so we offer this primer in storytelling terminology and concepts.

We'll be using “The Damaxuri Deception” as our example text because it is found on pages 333–340 in the Planet Mercenary sourcebook, and thus is likely to be a text that you have available to you. However, you will likely be able to find these storytelling elements in almost any story you read or watch. Further resource recommendations can be found in the closing paragraph of this section.

Adding Humor

We invite you to re-read the “Making Jokes” section of the Planet Mercenary RPG sourcebook. It begins on page 275.

Disaster

A disaster, in story terms, is a setback event that forces the characters to react. Often it’s a type of twist, but it might also serve as an inciting incident. It can be a “fail” step in the try/fail cycle, an unexpected equipment malfunction, or even just bad weather. When a story seems stalled, throw down a disaster. Blow something up. Usually stories stall when the players are bored or confused, and are not acting to move the story forward. A disaster forces them to react, and might be all you need to get them moving again.

Heist

A heist story is one in which an ensemble of characters (as opposed to a lone protagonist) must execute some very unlikely bit of derring-do, and their plan will usually be one that showcases the skill sets of various characters. For game purposes, heists should have twists that force the players to improvise and adapt. Heist games are easier to run when there is a trusted NPC shepherding the players along an interesting, plausible path. The players need to come up with the plan, but the NPC can help them craft a plan that does not break the story, or force non-trivial levels of improvisational worldbuilding on the part of the Game Chief. Heists can consist of anything from bank robberies to rescue missions. Often a heist is part of a larger story structure or campaign. “The Damaxuri Deception” doesn’t have a heist built in, but there might be a mini-heist if the players structure their search for information in the heist format.

Inciting Incident

This is where most stories really start, and they typically telegraph what kind of story you and the players will be telling. When an old friend from your dark past shows up and asks for help with one last job, you might be beginning a heist. You might also be setting the players up for a story with a double-cross in which the friend is actually putting the Company in a position to be attacked by an old rival. Good examples of inciting incidents are distress calls, surprise attacks, and simply approaching a potential employer and asking about work. In “The Damaxuri Deception,” the inciting incident happens when you’re attending the keynote, and the bounty for Kostavi is discovered.

Introductory Scene

This is a short portion of story that allows the player to orient themselves in time and location. In “The Damaxuri Deception,” it is most of Scene 1 at MercCon. It gives your players a chance to get into character and have some fun interactions. An introductory scene often poses a problem or challenge that turns out not to be all that important once we reach the inciting incident.

Romp

This is that bit at the beginning of some stories where everybody does get to be awesome. The threat level seems high, but is actually pretty low. The romp helps define the players’ characters to each other, and is often a great way to lay the foundation for an inciting incident. In film and television, the romp is typically in medias res, where the audience arrives in the middle of the action. For game purposes, this is unwieldy. A good game romp is a short “milk run” mission in which everything goes well (for “did you see the size of that explosion?” values of “well”). “The
“Damaxuri Deception” does not have a built-in romp, but your players might experience one while interacting with vendors at MercCon.

**Time Bomb**

A time-bomb plot is one in which the players are racing a clock of some sort. It might be orbital mechanics, it might be a set of events put in motion by their adversaries, or it might be an actual timer on an actual time bomb (as in “The Damaxuri Deception”). The key to making this sort of story work is the time element. Don’t let the players talk ad nauseam about their next step. Let them see the timer, whether it’s the setting sun, or yet another anti-aircraft battery falling silent.

**Try/Fail Cycle**

As much as your players might want to be awesome and successful and heroic and cool straight off the character sheet, they’ll enjoy those moments more if you make them earn them. A try/fail cycle is a story structure in which the characters fail repeatedly, but not so badly as to be unable to try again. If you let the dice make all the decisions about success or failure, then you’re unlikely to get a good try/fail cycle. It’s usually better (and definitely more predictable) to place twists, double-crosses, and disasters at key points in the story. Introducing these just after crucial die rolls is a great way to make things look random, which is helpful because the game may run aground if the players decide you really do have it in for them, regardless of what the dice say.

Players should be encouraged to own their failures. Some of the best moments in games come from epic failures, followed by mad scrambles to avoid death, and the subsequent assignment of new nicknames to the characters who botched their rolls.

**Twist**

A twist is, in its simplest form, an event that changes the story in some significant way. A double-cross is a good example, but twists can be very straightforward. The discovery of the killer’s second victim is a common murder mystery twist, because it forces the detectives to discard one set of theories, and create a number of others. Be warned: players will often create their own twists by doing something unexpected, like turning on their employer, or making a straightforward job into a heist, an escape, or any number of other things. “The Damaxuri Deception” offers several twists, the most notable being the discovery that Kostavi herself was the one who created the bounty, because she wants to fake her own death.

Naturally, there are more possible story elements than those we have just listed. If you really want to increase your storytelling skills, then we recommend picking up a book or two on screenwriting or genre writing (Sandra’s favorite is Save the Cat by Blake Snyder). Alternately, you could pick up a copy of Tracy Hickman’s *X-Treme Dungeon Mastery*, which is Alan’s go-to recommendation for Game Masters who want to learn how to put together an amazing game. (Full disclosure: XDM is also illustrated by Howard Tayler and published by the same press as *Planet Mercenary*. So we might be a little biased.)

The three maps that follow were created by Schlock Mercenary colorist Travis Walton, and through a mishap, they failed to be included in the core book. We thought you might like them, and they’re really pretty, so we’ve included them here.
Melsen Anlied
Mines beneath Melsen Anlied
Morgan’s Brake
Index (Extended Version)

Numbers

1143 Odysseus, 291
1143 Ulysses, 291
3317 Paris, 292, 293

A

Aarikaida Optics, custom weapon mods, 151
N-80 Verfkwas beam carbine, 141, 165, 166 (illo)
N-91 Skokgeweer beam long gun, 141, 168
Abentro Cor, 232
Ablative Meat, 9, 110

Activate System, 113
Active Camouflage quality (custom armor), 149

Accurate quality (custom weapon), 152
acquiring skills and specialties, 28, 64
Acting specialty, 53
actions, combat, 12
enemy, 12
player, 12
Activate System, 113
Active Camouflage quality (custom armor), 149
Advantages table, 285
adventure seeds, 288

Celeschul system, 298
Damasxuri, 319
Eina Afa, 310
Ellwur, 325
Ghanj Rho, 322
Gripp, 317
Luna, 290
Othlin, 315
Pereri Ring, 307
Plenipotent Dominion, 304
Sol system, 289

adventure, sample, 333
adventurers, motley, 328
Aerodynamic weapons specialty, 32
Agshu, 217, 221
Aguirre Galactic (AG), 291, 308
Quasimodo MPV, 147, 200
Ballista-class destroyer, 126, 291, 319
Gladius-class fighter, 121, 291, 319
Pilus-class longboat, 122, 291
Scutum 5240 flying tank, 147, 198

AI (artificial intelligence sophont), 33, 64, 67, 86, 96, 97

class creation, 86
chassis, 86
Chassis Transfer table, 87
Health, 87
names, 96, 97
personalities, 97
rating, 98
Rating (company), 97, 113
Rating Purchases table, 98
Rating table, 280
roll, 113
spare bodies, 87
type, 86
starship, 88, 98, 103, 113
Air Vehicles skill, 27, 42, 66
Alexia Murtaugh, Captain, 311
Aliss, mister, 291, 296
Allaphame, 249
Alschuul, 219, 220, 221, 222, 299, 300, 317
Ammunition, 85
Descriptive effects, 180
for custom weapons, 151
beam, 151, 181
de-motivators, 151, 182
goobers, 151, 182
gunfoam projectile, 151, 180
ion beam, 151, 181
laser beam, 151, 181
non-lethal, 151, 192
particle beam, 151, 181
PEA (pulsilinear electromagnetic array) projectile, 151, 180
plasma beam, 151, 182
projectile, 151, 180
specialized, 139, 143, 177
stun, 151, 182
Amort, see carbosilicate amorph
Amort Conditional Blindness Disadvantage, 89
amorph squad, 325
Ana Lucia, 233, 308
Andreyasn, Kevyn, 228, 316
Andreyasn Ventures Unlimited, 311
Andrianti's Labyrinth, 267
Annie plant, 114
Anniversary Plant Power Supply quality (custom weapon), 152
anti-personnel weapons, starship, 114
table, 115
anti-vehicle weapons, starship, 115
table, 115
APC, tactical, Döblitz Foundry Drumbeat, 147, 199
Architecture specialty, 35
Armor Crackers ammunition, 143, 177
armor, qualities, 134
statistics, 154
starship, 115
armor, custom, building, 148
chassis, 149
manufacturers, 149
qualities, 149
armor models,
Cobbold Design & Protection CS (Citizen Soldier) Series, 137, 155
Cobbold Design & Protection CXO Models 210–290, 137, 156
Cobbold Design & Protection Models 110–190 Corporate Raider, 137, 154
Esspererin Sashiko, 137, 157
Malott, 1150 EX Supersuit, 157, 328
Malott 1150 Supersuit, 137, 157
Malott B-101 to B-901 Blue Collar, 137, 155
Malott V-44 Whisperskin, 137, 155
Phubahr Enforcer, 137, 157
Phubahr Enforcer Deluxe, 137, 157
Phubahr Godmode Gargoyle, 137, 158
Phubahr Troublemaker Mark II, 137, 155
Planet Mercenary ICC-Odin, 137, 158, 320
USM Foundries Infantry Combat Chassis, 137, 159
Vella Tacspec T2-F11 Golem, 137, 159
Vella Tacspec T2-F11 Golem EX, 159
armor, personal, 136, 154
heavy, 137, 157
light, 137, 154
medium, 137, 156
stacking, 136
table, 137
armor-assisted Dodge, 136
Armor-piercing quality (custom weapon), 152
armored car, Gaines-Uashjo Horizon-class, 147, 198
armored utility vehicle, BFF, 147, 198
Arms of Days War, 93, 248, 250, 251
Armarsaffur, 218, 300, 302
array, very dangerous (starship), 119
artificial intelligence, see AI
artificial intelligence vs. synthetic intelligence, 97
assassination squad, 296
assault boat docks, starship, 115
table, 115
assault cruiser, Tausennigan Ob’enn Teardrop-class, 125
Assorted Automation table, 144
Asteroid Belt (see also Belt), 211, 216, 292
asteroids, 220
Athena, Profitability’s Denominatrix, 305
Athletics skill, 27, 42, 66
Attack (starship), 114
attacking in combat, 13
attacks, natural, 60
Auritorium Multinational, 327
Autobailiff 2200, 145, 188
Autocorrecting quality (custom weapon), 152
automatic failure, 10, 25
automation items, 144, 183
AVPL (Anti vehicular Payload) quality (custom weapon), 152
axe, Zwillmi Steelworks, 143, 176

Bacchus, 216
background, 28, 56, 59
Bagamorph 4411, 145, 189
balancing game play, 11
Ballistic weapons specialty, 31
Barschuum, 219
batons, plasma, Shockstar PB Series, 143, 175 (illo), 176
shock wands, Utcheep Industries Abarcadaver, 143, 177
Battery Park, 268
battlecruiser, Döblitz Foundry Badgerwagon, 128
Battlefield Medicine specialty, 40
battleplate, Pentagram-class, 133
Tricorn-class, 132, 236
battleship,
Döblitz Foundry Badgerwagon, 128
United Sol Megafabrications, 129
beam ammunition, 151, 181
beam carbine, 141, 165
Aarikaida N-80 Verfkwas, 141, 165, 166 (illo)
Phubahr PG-55 Cancerstick, 141, 165, 166 (illo)
Phubahr Zuessomator, 141, 166, 166 (illo)
Shockstar LG-2000 Lightning Gun, 141, 166, 166 (illo)
Smythe Starlight 23, 141, 166 (illo), 167
Strohl AP-1100 Railstream Perforator, 141, 166 (illo), 167
beam heavy weapon, 142
Phubahr P-51 Blaster, 142, 170, 170 (illo)
Strohl AP-130 Plasgun, 142, 170 (illo), 171, 294
Strohl BH-209 Plasgun, 142, 170, 170 (illo), 294, 313
beam long gun, 141
Aarikaida N-91 Skokgeweer, 141, 168
beam pistol, 140
Blattco Ni-972 Glass Dagger, 140, 161, 162 (illo)
beam weapons (starship), 118
Beam weapons specialty, 29, 30, 31, 135
being a good player, 54
Belt, the, 214, 292
Benjo Tabberlin, 316, 334
blade, Zwillmi Steelworks, 143, 176
Blaireron (Luna), 210
Blattco Arms, 251, 291, 317
12mm Breaker Bar projectile long gun, 141, 169, 169 (illo)
15mm Clawhammer pistol, 140, 162, 162 (illo)
15mm Minigun projectile heavy weapon, 142, 172, 173 (illo)
30mm Sledgehammer scattergun, 140, 141 (illo), 164
45mm Rotary Launcher Can-a-Hammers projectile heavy weapon, 142, 172, 174 (illo)
8mm Ban-Hammer projectile carbine, 141, 167, 167 (illo)
Ball-Pen 7mm pistol, 140, 162 (illo)
custom weapon modifications, 151
Ni-972 Glass Dagger beam pistol, 140, 161, 162 (illo)
blood nannies, 253
Neofan Nursetech RED-REO, 145, 192
Bluffing specialty, 50
boarding actions, starship, 116
Boblet (Luna), 210
bogmaw, 263, 265, 329
Boldfavor, 265, 266, 268, 270, 328
Front Council, 271, 326
Frontline, 328
bombs, smoke, 143, 179
Bonded fireteam quality, 108
Boomexp explosive, 143, 178
bot, 144, 183
construction, 144, 183
enforcement, 306, 307
maintenance, 144, 184
medical, 144, 184
multipurpose, 144, 184
squad, 306
utility, 144, 184
Bradicor, 258, 259, 262, 310, 323
Breacher quality (custom weapon), 152
Breaking & Entering specialty, 45
British, 217, 221, 301
Brinsea, 263, 268
Bryanton Faire Fabricators (BFF), 292
armed utility vehicle, 147, 198
Autocutery Chainsaber Mark IX, 143, 175 (illo), 176
custom weapon modifications, 151
DT-56k “Little Magic Sleep Gun” (pistol), 140, 161
Goober MFG non-lethal heavy weapon (“Goober Gun”), 142, 170 (illo), 171
Molly Polly “knife”, 143, 175, 175 (illo)
Neuroramer pistol, 140, 162
Bu’uthandi, 226, 305
bubblecar, Jogamoto Skyfleet, 147, 196
Build specialty, 39
building,
campaign, 277
building good, 281
Canyon City Site Gamma, 262
Captain command package, 57
car, armored, Gaines-Uashjo Horizon-class, 147, 198
carbine, 138, 141, 165
beam, 141, 165
projectile, 141, 167
Carbines, skill, 27, 28, 66
skill specialties, 28
table, 141
carbonilicate amorph (sophont), 64, 67, 89, 92, 258, 260, 313, 323
carriennor, United Sol Megafabrications, 130
Ceeta, Jevee, 226, 304, 306
Celeschul, 217, 221, 271, 296, 300, 317, 320
Celeschul Defense Service (CDS), 127, 221, 222, 299, 300, 301, 312
Celeschul Office of Immigration, 220
Celeschul system, 123, 128, 217, 222, 300, 326

Companies and organizations, 299
persons, 302

Ceres, 215

Challenge Point system, 280
Chaplain command package, 57
character
 creation, 56
 creation example, 68
 creation, managing, 281
death, 286
experience, 100, 287
naming, 91
chases, 43
with vehicles, 146
chassis,
 AI, 86, 87
 custom weapon, 151
 Chassis Transfers, 87
Cheesecutters ammunition, 143, 178
Chemistry skill, 27, 32, 66
Chica Alta, 207
Chicago, 207
Chinook (AI), 234, 236, 239, 244, 312, 314
cinema model for RPGs, 274, 275
civilian vs. milspec ship system, 114
Clan Ebbinnoth, 323
climate control, see weather control
Climbing specialty, 42
Cobbold Design & Protection, 292
 CS (Citizen Soldier) Series armor, 137, 155
custom armor modifications, 149
CXO Models 210–290 armor, 137, 156
Models 110–190, Corporate Raider armor, 137, 154
Coercion specialty, 51
combat, 12
 actions, 12, 13
 engineer, 309
 in space, 112
 order, 12
 skills, 27, 28, 66
turn, 12
 underwater on Celeschul, 218

Combat (fireteam), 104
Combat, Unarmed, specialty, 30
Comedy specialty, 53
command package, 28, 56, 57
communications equipment, 144, 185
companies and organizations, 288
 Celeschul system, 299
 Damaxuri, 319
 Eina Afa, 310
 Ellnor, 326
 Ghanj Rho, 323
 Gripp, 317
 other, 332
 Othlin, 316
 Pereri Ring, 308
 Plenipotent Dominion, 305
 Sol system, 291
 Company AI Rating, 113
 company
 background, 105
 creation, 57, 67, 101
 creation, managing, 281
 creation, randomized, 102
 customization, 102
 mercenary, 97
 reputation, random, 279
 Company Grunts table, 110
 Company Reputation table, 279
 Company Resources, 97, 98, 103
 Company Tenure table, 279
 Computation and Communication table, 144
customization, 102
with vehicles, 147
damage reduction, personal armor, 136
starship, 113
Damage Reduction, personal armor, 136
starship, 113
with vehicles, 147
Damaxuri, 252, 316
adventure seeds, 319
cities, 255
Civil Defense, 321
companies and organizations, 319
history, 252
merchant caravans, 257
mobs, 321
monsters, 321
mooks, 320
persons, 319
Damaxurian Matrix, 252, 253, 255, 321
Damico-P’sloqye (DP), 292, 293, 312
Dancing specialty, 53
darts (ammunition), Nandap Express, 143, 179
Daisun-Tingo,
 Cephalus-class skyfortress, 130, 332
 Harmless Sparrow/Sparhawk, 126, 129, 311, 312
 Jugulus-class battlecruiser, 129
de-motivator ammunition, 151, 182
death, 7, 55
of character, 15, 286
Debelicorps, 261
Deceive skill, 27, 49, 66
Defense, 67
bonus (personal armor), 136
starship, 113
Delivery quality (custom weapon), 152
delivery van, Jogamoto Skyfleet, 147, 196
denizens (matrix), 253, 254, 321
dense quality (custom armor), 149
derived statistics, 57, 67
destroyer,
Aguirre Galactic Ballista-class, 126, 319
Celeschul Orbital Foundries, 127, 128
United Sol Megafabrications, 128, 129
devar specialty (amorph), 286
diamond beetles, 291, 297
dice, 9, 16
difficulty Guide table, 280
digest specialty (amorph), 286
dinosaur, 202, 208, 291, 297
creation, 298
Diplomat, 104
caste, 219
disadvantages table, 285
Disguise specialty, 50
Distraction specialty, 50
Döblitz Foundry, 292
Badgerwagon battleship, 128
Drumbeat tactical APC, 147, 199
Harmadillo-class gunboat, 123, 319
Pillbug mini tank, 147, 198
WMV, 147, 197
doctor command package, 58
Dodge skill, 13, 27, 28
armor-assisted, 136
bonus ranks, 64
in combat, 13
dolphin, uplifted, 205, 219, 295
Dom Atlantis, 204, 293, 313
double tap quality (custom weapon), 152
Downtown Dirtgrow, 272
DP-SAR squad, 296
Driver background, 59
Drodlorrics, 270
drone scouts (starship), 116
dropship, Mitsuntendo Yoshi-class, 122
denizens (matrix), 253, 254, 321
duck and cover, 108
Dusta Phohora, 208, 293
dustmights, 321
dziraka (hexapodal pulper), 241, 314
Endurance skill, 27, 43, 66
Endurance vs. Conditions table, 285
enemy actions, 12
enforcement bot, 306, 307
engineer command package, 58
engineering skill, 27, 35, 66
Entertainer background, 59
entrance (B&E) kits, 146, 192
equipment,
communications, 144
medical, 145, 190
Escape (starship), 114
escape from restraints, 189
Eshte Xerik, 231, 308
Eshte Xerik Defense Force (EXDF), 308
squad, 309
Esspererin (sophont), 61, 67, 75, 93, 157, 229, 255, 256, 263, 308, 309
character creation, 75
heretic cyborg espoo squad, 309
names, 93
pirate squad, 309
Sashiko armor, 137, 157
Europa, 213
Europan Conflict, 293
Evade, 113, 114
Evan Tenhawk, master ranger, 208, 289, 295
Evasive Action specialty, 42, 44, 46, 48
Exotic Weapons specialty, 30
experience, character, 100
Experimental Sciences
skill, 27, 35, 66
table, 36
Explosive (table), Create, 29
explosives, 139, 143
Explosives and Specialized Ammo table, 143
Explosives skill, 27, 29, 66
specialities, 29
Extended Magazine quality (custom weapon), 152
Eye of Oth, 245
eye trees, 90, 261
F
F’Sherl-Ganni, 226, 305
names, 306
F&Y Liutas-class law enforcement cruiser, 147, 199
fabber (starship), 116
Failure Prone quality,
custom armor, 149
custom weapon, 152
Feji system, 332
Ferrotious, 164
**Game Chief Secrets**

**fighter, Aguirre Galactic Gladius-class, 121, 319**
- fire event, 234
- fire suppression gear, Wächter, 146, 194
- fireteam, 14, 15, 101, 104, 107
  - creation, 104
  - members, 104
  - qualities, 108
  - statistics, 104
- First Aid specialty, 40
- Fistfall Quarry Memorial, 250, 318
- flash-bangs ammunition, 143, 178
- flechette, pistol,
  - Wimanu-Arrow Model A Shafter 14mm, 140, 162 (illo), 164
  - Strohl Munitions 7mm smart, 143, 180
- Fleetmind, 133, 226, 305
- Fletchion, 164
- Flight (Athletics) specialty, 42
- Flight quality (custom armor), 149
  - character creation, 76
  - genealogy, 251
  - names, 93, 249
  - squads, 320
  - street crew, 318
- food machines, 144, 184, 316
- Fortitude specialty, 53
- Fourthton, 271
- Fourthton Rabble Roughs, 271, 328
- Fox & Young, 124, 293, 308
  - Ghostfox courier, 124
  - Orion-class cruiser, 124
- Foxworthy, Kevyn, Captain, 306, 311, 312
- Frellenti (sophont), 62, 67, 78, 93, 255, 194, 255, 313, 323
  - character creation, 78
  - names, 93
- Frennoloph, Caliti, 317
- frigate, Gaines-Uashjo Valnus Stormrage, 125
- friggen jungle, 263, 267, 272, 328, 331
- Gaines-Uashjo, 308, 332
  - Horizon-class armored car, 147, 198
  - Valnus Skytemper corvette, 124
  - Valnus Stormrage frigate, 125
  - galactic population, 69
- Galstandard, languages, 313
  - Peroxide, 217, 218, 219, 296, 299
  - translator, 219
- West, 93, 95, 217, 218, 219, 245, 313, 323
- Gambling specialty, 50
- game basics, 7
- Game Chief (GC), 7
  - notes, 59, 100, 104, 334
  - reference, 288–340
  - section, 273–340
- game,
  - economy, 99
  - pace, 276
  - play, balancing, 11
  - prep, 276
  - running, 281
  - session planning, 277
  - gatekeeper, 226
- Ghanj Rho, 64, 90, 237, 258, 313
  - adventure seeds, 322
  - companies and organizations, 323
  - characters, 323
  - mining, 250
  - mobs, 325
  - mooks, 325
  - persons, 317
  - system, 258
  - toxins, 259
- Ghajn Rho Archeological Institute for Longevity Studies (GRAILS), 258, 260
- Ghanj Rho Orbital Habitat (GROH), 259
- Gilligan, 308, 322
- Gladius-class fighters, 127
- Goaltender,
  - Wächter R1P-A, 137, 159
  - Wächter R1P-W, 137
- Gobbroth-Tambrol Megalopolis, 246, 316
- Golder, Nathan "the Auricle", 269, 327
  - gober ammunition, 151, 182
  - gunboat, 122
  - Gaines-Uashjo, 308, 332
- Golder, Nathan "the Auricle", 269, 327
  - gober ammunition, 151, 182
  - gunboat, 122
- Gobbroth-Tambrol Megalopolis, 246, 316
  - Golder, Nathan "the Auricle", 269, 327
  - gober ammunition, 151, 182
  - gunboat, 122
  - Gaines-Uashjo, 308, 332
- Grenades specialty, 32
- grendlsquutch, 206, 263, 265, 268, 272, 329, 331
- gripp, 77, 248, 272
  - adventure seeds, 317
  - companies and organizations, 317
  - Great Embrace (government), 251
  - mining, 250
  - mobs, 318
  - monsters, 318
  - mooks, 318
  - persons, 317
- Ground Vehicles skill, 27, 44, 66
- growpramming, 86
- grunt, 7, 9, 14, 56, 101, 109
  - damage, lasting, 111
  - promotion, 7, 15, 30, 56
  - sacrifice, 9, 100
- gunboat,
  - Celeschul Orbital Foundries Wyvern-class, 122
  - Gaines-Uashjo, 308, 332
  - Golder, Nathan "the Auricle", 269, 327
- Gzeaul (sophont), 80, 81, 124, 272, 327, 332

**H**

- habitats, 220
- Habitats specialty, 35
- hacking a vehicle, 196
- Hacking computers specialty, 33, 34, 186, 187
- Haggling specialty, 52
- Hand-Down Bactolotl Tank, 145, 190
- Hand-Down Incubatrol, 145, 191
- handbrain, 144, 186
- handbrain CT, 144, 187
- Hard Vacuum specialty, 43
- Haven Hive, 224, 303
- healing robots (Mechanic skill), 38
- Health, 15, 67
- Hearing specialty, 45
- heavy armor (personal), 137
- heavy weapons, 138, 142
- Heavy Weapons Gunner, 104
- Heavy Weapons,
  - skill, 27, 29, 66
  - specialties, 29
  - table, 142
- heavy weapons, 138, 142
- non-lethal, 142
- projectile, 142
Henke Ventura scale, 98
heretic cyborg espee squad, 309
Hiding specialty, 47
High Impact Survival Suit (HISS) quality (custom armor), 149
High Olympus (Mars), 211, 212
High-res Targeting System quality (custom weapon), 152
Highport, 254
History skill, 27, 37, 66
hit in combat, 15
Hold Breath specialty, 43
Hold specialty (amorph), 286
Holdout/Stealth quality (custom weapon), 152
hot deployment bay (starship), 117
Hot Pock Park, 270
Hotsea, 259, 262
hover chair, Wächter Com-hub, 147, 196
hoverboard, Wächter Sunrise “McFly-15”, 144, 185
Hull Point, 113, 115, 147, 136
Hull Points quality (custom armor), 149
human, 60, 67, 69, 91, 255, 257, 258, 271, 323

J

J. “Scapegoat” Rosenberg, Commodore, 265, 326
Jack-in-the-bog, 265, 329
James Conason, Apprehensor-General, 302
Jeeve Ceeta, 226, 304, 306
job, 277
and Reputation, 99
completion, 287
flow chart, 278
generation, random, 278
table, 279

Jogamoto,

Ninjurai 47 scooter, 147, 195
Skyfleet bubblecar, 147, 196
Skyfleet delivery van, 147, 196
Skyprince limousine, 147, 197
jokes and laughter, 275
Juab Jurassica, 207
Jumping specialty, 43
Jumpstar Prime, 236, 238, 310, 312, 314
Jumpstar Prime Precinctory, 310
Jun Ebbir, 246
Jun-ko Ebbinoroth, 261, 323
Jungle Gardens, 251, 317, 318
monkey, 317, 318
jungle, friggen, 263, 266, 272, 328, 331
Jupiter, 291
Juris My Diction I, II, III, 265
Jurisindependent Security Covenant, 293
Jury Rig specialty, 39
Jury Rigging table, 39
K

Kaff Tagon, Captain, 226, 311
Karl Tagon, Commodore, 306, 311, 312
Kasigenn, 83
Kathiss‘n, 83, 175, 175 (illo)
katka, 314
Kelleigh, Earl, & Cook, Warbarristers at Law, 300
Kessk (star), 229, 231, 233
Kevyn Andrey, 228, 306
Kevyn Foxworthy, Captain, 306, 311, 312
Kieschegaard, 264, 265, 266, 268, 269, 327, 328
Kieschegaard, Piece King, see Piece King
Kleyladar, 306, 324
“knife”, BFF Molly Polly, 143
Kostavi’s henchmen squads, 338
Kree Prime, 232
Kreely (sophont), 62, 67, 79, 94, 272, 313, 323, 326
character creation, 79
names, 94
Kuiper Belt, 216

L

Larceny skill, 27, 44, 66
laser beam ammunition, 151, 181
law enforcement,
cruiser, Fö-Y Liutas-class, 147, 199
large response, 340
unit, 296, 339
Leadership specialty, 51
League of Galactics, 246, 261, 316, 326
Legal Counsel command package, 58
Lelesh, 219

Defense Force, 219

Pods, 299
Leru (star), 248
Levaughn Matsui Xinchub, 225
leveling up for characters, 100, 287
licenses, weapon, 150
light armor (personal), 137
Lightweight Polymer quality (custom weapon), 153
Limited Flight quality (custom armor), 149
limousine, Jogamoto Skyprince, 147, 197
Lithobrake, 266
Little Oth, 271
living space on starship, 121
Lleuellish Wenlol, 303
locations, 201
Locksteady Gunsquat M-brace, 146, 193
Lonesome Lost Gilligan, 233
Lonesome Plateau, 258, 259, 323, 324
Long Gun Technology, 238
long gun, 138, 141, 168
beam, 141, 168
projectile, 141, 169
Long Guns,
skill, 27, 30, 66
skill specialties, 30
table, 141
longboat, Aguirre Galactic Plus-class, 122
Lucky quality (custom weapon), 153
Luna, 209
adventure seeds, 290

interdiction cruiser, Celeschul Orbital
Foundries Dragon-class, 123
Interrogation specialty, 52
Intimidate skill, 27, 51, 66
ion beam ammunition, 151, 181
issuing orders in combat, 14
Isthmus Galactica, 243
“Ma” Shephard, Hive Maven, 224, 303
machine intelligence, rating, 98
Magnetic specialty, 45
Maheeta, “Mayhem” Jane, 271, 327
maintenance bot, 144
Mall One, 211, 296
Malnibrath (star), 248
Malott M&M, 301
custom armor modifications, 149
1150 EX Supersuit armor, 157, 328
1150 Supersuit armor, 137, 157
B-101 to B-901, Blue Collar armor, 137, 155
BRB-60 emergency belt, 146, 193
V-44 Whisperskin armor, 137, 157
managing
character and company creation, 281
Mayhem, 281
players, 282
Manyfolk Council, 258, 260, 261, 323
Massey Reynstein, chief justice, 237, 312
Marineris Dam City (Mars), 212
Mars, 211
martial art Parkata Urbatsu, 211, 296
material, miscellaneous, 146
matrix collapse, 253, 321
Maxurio (star), 253
system, 252
system map, 252
Mayhem, 277
card, 8, 11, 16
card terms, 18
card, applying, 18
card, negate, 8
card, reading, 18
contested, 17
custom effects, 18
die, 11, 16, 25
duration, 17
flip, 11, 16
managing, 281
suits and values, 18
“Mayhem” Jane Maheeta, 271, 327
Mayhem Machine fireteam quality, 108
McGuire, Miragua, 240, 213
meatsnatch, 272, 325, 326, 330, 331
mechadile, 268, 329
Mechanic skill, 10, 27, 38
mechanical restraints, simple, 145, 188
Med Tech table, 145
medical, bot, 144
equipment, 145, 190
Medical Professional background, 59
Medical Support Team fireteam quality, 108
Medicine skill, 27, 40, 66
vs. Biochemistry skill, 32
medium armor (personal), 137
Melee skill, 27, 30, 66
specialties, 30
melee weapons, 139, 143, 175
common, 143, 175
exotic, 143, 176
table, 143
Mellsen-Anlied, 255
Melosha (Luna), 210
memetic infection, 233
Menendez, Senior Colonel, 237, 310
Mental (fireteam), 104
mental skills, 27, 32, 66
mercenary company, 97
background, 105
creation, randomized, 102
customization, 102
statistics, 97
MFG1 FA-20 Slapstick, 145, 191
Mighty Morphy Rangers, 260, 323
Mike’s foobot’r & Unioc squads, 320
Military background,
infantry grunt, 59
officer, 59
military squad, 296
Military Vehicles table, 147
milspec vs. civilian (ship system), 114
mining, 223, 227, 250
Miragua McGuire, 240, 213
Miscellaneous Material table, 146
Missile weapons specialty, 31
missile weapons, starship, 118
missiles, Strohl Smart Breacher, 143, 180
Mitsunendo, 294
Yoshi-class dropship, 122
Mitsusanyokyo, 301
Mnei-Oa system, 234
Mnengitt’r, 250
Mnepholem (star), 248
system, 248
system map, 248
Moakia Meatworks, 308
mobs, 289
Celeschul system, 303
Damaxuri, 321
Eina Afa, 314
Ellwor, 328
Ghanj Rho, 325
Gripp, 318
Othlin, 316
Pereri Ring, 309
Plenipotent Dominion, 307
Sol system, 297
Modifying existing weapons, 153
Mojavis, 206, 292
Molygen Labs, 313
monowire, 143, 175
monsters, 289
Damaxuri, 321
Eina Afa, 314
Ellwor, 328
Gripp, 318
Pereri Ring, 309
Plenipotent Dominion, 307
Sol system, 297
mooks, 288
Celeschul system, 303
Damaxuri, 320
Eina Afa, 314
Ellwor, 328
Ghanj Rho, 325
Gripp, 318
Othlin, 316
Pereri Ring, 309
Plenipotent Dominion, 306
Sol system, 296
Morgan’s Brake, 256, 319
Morph specialty (amorph), 286
morphy rangers, 325
Mosh Uptrobar, 260, 324
motley adventurers, 328
movement, 285
in combat, 14
narrative, 14
MPV, AG Quasimodo, 147, 200
Murtaugh, Captain Alexia, 311
naming characters, 91
Nandap Express,
poison kit ammunition, 143, 179
tranquilizers ammunition, 143, 179
vom darts ammunition, 143, 179
nanny-bag, 145, 190, 191, 192
nannycuffs, 145, 188
Nathan “the Auricle” Golder, 269, 327
natural attacks, 60
Navigation specialty, 42, 44, 46, 48
Nectaris (Luna), 209, 294
negate Mayhem card, 8
Negotiate skill, 27, 52, 66
Neoafan (sophont), 235, 244, 310, 312
names, 91
Neoafan Council, 235, 236, 243, 310, 313
Neoafan Freehold, 133, 235, 310
Neoafan Nursetech RED-REO blood nannies, 145, 192
Neoafan Research Institute, 234
Neophant (sophont), 61, 67, 70, 91, 209, 211, 224

coloration, 70
new skills and specialties, 284
New TFF (News), 219, 301
New Xandaros, 223
New Year’s War, 312
New York, 206
Newts (New TFF), 219, 301
terrorists, 303
Ninjas fireteam quality, 109
non-lethal ammunition, 151, 182
heavy weapons, 142, 171
pistols, 140, 161
non-lethal heavy weapon,
BFF Goober MFG (“Goober Gun”), 142, 170 (illo), 171
Urtheep Industries Massively Multi-Morphological Incapacitator (M3 Tater), 142, 171, 172, 173 (illo), 293
Non-lethal weapons specialty, 29, 30, 31, 135
non-player character (NPC), 19, 97
Num Solward, 254, 320
Oafans (extinct), 234, 238, 241, 242, 244
obsidian sand, 253, 254, 321
Obsidiana, 257
octopus, uplifted, 205, 219, 296
Officer in Training, 104
Ondrophol, 249
Onneshal (Celeschul), 219
Ops Commander command package, 58
Oratory specialty, 51
orbital cities of Earth, 207
orders in combat, issuing, 14
Ormetto, Satli, 317
Oshka Kree, 232
Ot-Skadak (sophont), 235, 240, 242, 244, 310, 313, 314
Oth, 85, 98, 245, 313
also see Unioc
Oth, Eye of, 245
Othlin (planet), 85, 245, 262, 272
adventure seeds, 315
companies and organizations, 316
mobs, 316
mooks, 316
persons, 316
private security crew, 316
Outer System Command, 213
oziraka, 314

Pa'anuri, 226, 228, 306, 307
Pa’anuri Wars, 306
Pantro (sophont), 73, 211
PAPA squad, 303
Parkata Urbatsu martial art, 211, 296
Parnassus Dom, 225, 227, 306
Parthedrome, 247, 262
particle beam ammunition, 151, 181
Partnership Collective, 300
Past’k’yi’lang, Sixth-lord, 305
PC (player character), 19, 113
PEA projectile ammunition, 151, 180
Perception skill, 27, 45, 66
Pereri Prime (star), 229, 232
system, 93, 229, 230
system culture/economy/politics, 230
system map, 229
Pereri Ring, 229, 232
adventure seeds, 307
companies and organizations, 308
mobs, 309
monsters, 309
mooks, 309
persons, 308
Perform skill, 27, 53, 66
Perigate Cluster, 233
Persleeve Unibody smart restraints, 145, 189
persons, 288
Celeschul system, 302, 303
Damaxuri, 319, 320
Eina-Afa, 311, 312, 313, 314
Ellwor, 326, 327, 328
Damaxuri, 319
Ghaj Rho, 323, 324
Gripp, 317
Othlin, 316
Pereri Ring, 308, 309
Plenipotent Dominion, 305, 306
Sol system, 295
Petey, 225, 226, 304, 305, 306
Phubahr (Phuntam-Baan-Hromingg), 332
102 Tensquare 10mm pistol, 140, 162 (illo), 163
15mm Osok projectile long gun, 141, 169, 169 (illo)
20-20 scattergun, 140, 141 (illo), 164
75mm Shurikannon projectile heavy weapon, 142, 172, 174 (illo)
7mm Slingshot projectile carbine, 141, 167 (illo), 168
custom armor modifications, 149
custom weapon modifications, 151
Derrierringer pistol, 140, 162 (illo), 163
Enforcer armor, 137, 157
Enforcer Deluxe armor, 137, 157
Godmode Gargoyle armor, 137, 158
P-51 Blaster beam heavy weapon, 142, 170, 170 (illo)
PG-55 Cancerstick beam carbine, 141, 165, 166 (illo)
Troublemaker Mark II armor, 137, 155
Zuessomator beam carbine, 141, 166, 166 (illo)
Physical (fireteam), 104
physical skills, 27, 42, 66
Picking Locks specialty, 45
Picking Pockets specialty, 45
Piece King of Kischegaard, 265, 269, 271, 328
Pilot background, 60
Pilot’s Prayer, 272
pistol, 138, 161
beam, 140, 161
BFF DT-56k Little Magic “Sleep” Gun, 140, 161
BFF Neuromazer, 140, 162
Blatto 15 mm Clawhammer, 140, 162, 162 (illo)
Blatto Ball-Peen 7mm, 140, 162 (illo), 163
Blatto Ni-972 Glass Dagger, 140, 161, 162 (illo)
non-lethal, 140, 161
Phubahr 102 Tensquare 10mm, 140, 162 (illo), 163
Phubahr Derrierringer, 140, 162 (illo), 163
projectile, 140, 162
Smythe Micro Model 3, 140, 162 (illo), 163
Strohl G/G 29, 140, 162 (illo), 163
Strohl G/G 29 AP, 140, 162 (illo), 164
Wimanu-Arrow Model A Shafter 14mm flechette, 140, 162 (illo), 164
Pistols,
skill, 27, 31, 66
table, 140
Plan B Mercenary Company, 319
Planet Down, 225, 227
Planet Mercenary, 308, 328, 332
ICC-Odin armor, 137, 158, 320
nanny-bug PMH-Med-101, 145, 192
Salvatab PH-Med-77, 145, 192
stores, 246, 251, 260, 269
Universal Amorph Interface Kit (UAIK-01), 260
Planetary Vehicles specialty, 35
plasma,
batons, Shockstar PB series, 143, 175 (illo), 176
beam ammunition, 151, 182
grenade, 143, 178
player, 12
challenges, 282, 284
counter (PC), 19
good, 54
managing, 282
Plenipotent Dominion, 84, 225, 235, 238, 261, 304, 312
adventure seeds, 304
companies and organizations, 305
history, 226
map, 227
mobs, 307
monsters, 307
mooks, 306
names, 225
PMH Fabberchow, 144, 184
point defenses, starship, 117
Point Defenses table, 117
Point of Entry Team fireteam quality, 109
Poison kit ammunition, Nandap Express, 143, 179
Polyflorian (sophont), 63, 67, 95
character creation, 80
names, 95
Pops, 316
Vending Station, 144, 185, 316
population, galactic, 69
Port Authority Police Agency (PAPA), 301
Powell Museum of Terran Heritage, 223
Powell, Samuel, Lieutenant Colonel, 223, 303
Prabstdi (sophont), 235, 244, 267, 310, 313
Pranger's Bangers, 332
Pret (star), 229, 232
Pretty Dead, 225, 227
private security crew, Othlin, 316
Probie fireteam quality, 109
Professor, the, 308
Profitable Divestitures, Ltd., 305
Programming computers specialty, 34
projectile ammunition, 151, 180
projectile carbine, 141, 167
Blattco 8mm Ban-Hammer, 141, 167
(illo)
Phubahr 7mm Slingshot, 141, 167 (illo), 168
Strohl G/G 511, 141, 167 (illo), 168
projectile heavy weapon, 142, 172
Blattco 15mm Minigun, 142, 172, 173 (illo)
Blattco 45mm Rotary Launcher Can-o-Hammers, 142, 172, 174
Phubahr 75mm Shurikannon, 142, 172, 174 (illo)
Strohl 7mm Rotary Mag-Rail Deluxe, 142, 173, 174 (illo)
Strohl HW-105 Multicannon 105mm, 142, 173, 174 (illo)
Strohl L-105 Breacher Cannon, 142, 174, 174 (illo)
Urtheep Industries Kitchen Sink
Multicannon, 142, 174, 174 (illo)
projectile long gun, 141, 169
Blattco 12mm Breaker Bar, 141, 169, 169 (illo)
Phubahr 15mm Osok, 141, 169, 169 (illo)
Strohl G/G 1000, 141, 169, 169 (illo)
projectile pistol, 140, 162
Projectile weapons specialty, 30, 31, 135
promote grunt, 7, 15, 30, 56
Purchases table, 53
Purp (sophont), 61, 67, 72, 91, 140, 271, 306, 327
custom armor, 148-149
custom weapon, 152–153
fireteam, 108-109
Quartermaster command package, 58
Quel-Quell, 271
Quel-Wallat, 82
Queltro (sophont), 63, 67, 81, 95, 258, 271, 272, 320, 324, 326
custom armor, 148-149
custom weapon, 152–153
fireteam, 108-109
Quernter, the, 308
Quintet, 308
Reputation, and jobs, 99
company, 97, 99
table, 100
reroll dice, 8, 11
Resource skill, 10, 27, 41
table, 41
vs. Insight skill, 41
Resource Rewards table, 287
Resources, spending, 103
restraints, escape from, 189
Perspex Unibody smart, 145, 189
simple mechanical, 145, 188
Rheinstein, Massey, chief justice, 237, 312
Rilla (sophont), 61, 67, 73, 92, 209, 211
character creation, 73
names, 92
Rimshot, 266
RIPPP (Role-playing Point), 8, 16, 18, 67, 111, 275
Rod, 258, 259, 323
cage-play, 8, 274
Role-Playing Point, see RIPPP
Rosenberg, J. "Scapegoat", Commodore, 265, 326
rule arbitration, 276
running a game, 281
Running specialty, 43
Saboteurs squad, 296
sacrifice grunt, 9
sally port (starship), 117
tsacred adventure, 333
Samuel Powell, Lieutenant Colonel, 223, 303
Sanctum Adroit, 224, 237, 301, 310
squad, 303
sand flounder, 254, 322
SAR squad, 296
Sashiko-armored cavalry, 309
Satli Ormetto, 317
Scattergun quality (custom weapon), 153
scattergun, 138, 164
Blattco 30mm Sledgehammer, 140, 141 (illo), 164
Phubahr 20-20, 140, 141 (illo), 164
Strohl 20mm Magsplatter 440, 140, 141 (illo), 165
Scatterguns, skill, 27, 31, 66
table, 140
scene, 20, 277
Schlock, 313
Schuul (sophont), 217, 221, 296, 299, 303
squad, 303
Schuul (star), 217
Sasha (sophont), 61, 67, 70, 72, 91, 140, 271, 306, 327
character creation, 72
name, 91
pursuit,
chases, 43
specialty, 42, 43, 44, 46, 48
with vehicles, 146
Qaya Solward, 254, 319, 320, 333
qualities,
custom armor, 148-149
custom weapon, 152–153
fireteam, 108-109
Quartermaster command package, 58
Quel-Quell, 271
Quel-Wallat, 82
Queltro (sophont), 63, 67, 81, 95, 258, 271, 272, 320, 324, 326
custom armor, 148-149
custom weapon, 152–153
fireteam, 108-109
Samuel Powell, Lieutenant Colonel, 223, 303
Sanctum Adroit, 224, 237, 301, 310
squad, 303
sand flounder, 254, 322
SAR squad, 296
Sashiko-armored cavalry, 309
Satli Ormetto, 317
Scattergun quality (custom weapon), 153
scattergun, 138, 164
Blattco 30mm Sledgehammer, 140, 141 (illo), 164
Phubahr 20-20, 140, 141 (illo), 164
Strohl 20mm Magsplatter 440, 140, 141 (illo), 165
Scatterguns, skill, 27, 31, 66
table, 140
scene, 20, 277
Schlock, 313
Schuul (sophont), 217, 221, 296, 299, 303
squad, 303
Schuul (star), 217
Schuulga (star), 217
Scientist background, 60
Scofflaw Redoubt, 265, 327
scooter, Jogamoto Ninjurai 47, 147, 195
screen, 108
Security for computers specialty, 34
Seduction specialty, 51
Self-supplying Ammunition quality (custom weapon), 153
session, game, 277
Shephard, “Ma”, Hive Maven, 224, 303
shield (starship), 117
Shields table, 117
Ship Firepower Class, 120
Ship Size Class, 120
ship-to-ship weapons (starship), 118
Ship's Locker, 117, 135
possibilities, 183
table, 118
shockbeads ammunition, 143, 179
Shockstar,
LG-2000 Lightning Gun beam carbine, 141, 166, 166 (illo)
PB series plasma batons, 143, 175 (illo), 176
Short Range quality (custom weapon), 153
Sight specialty, 45
Single-use quality (custom weapon), 153
skates, Wächter Sunrise Talrico, 147, 195
skill, 24, 57
acquiring, 28, 64
adding right, 9
additional, 28
basics, 24
new, 284
results, special, 10
specialties, 10, 26, 65
table, 27, 66
use in combat, 14, 26
skill check, 9, 15, 25
graded, 9, 10, 26, 27
modifiers, 9
penalty vs. skill rank bonus, 60, 69
rolling, 276
special, 285
standard, 9
skill points, 28, 65
table, 28, 65
skill rank,
and specialty, purchasing, 65
bonus vs. skill check penalty, 60, 69
maximum starting, 65
Skill-Specialized Team fireteam quality, 109
skyfortress, Daysun-Tingo Cephalus-class, 130, 332
Sleight of Hand specialty, 45
slugs, 318
Smell specialty, 45
smoke bombs, 143, 179
Smythe,
custom weapon modifications, 151
Micro Model 3 pistol, 140, 162 (illo), 163
Starlight 23 beam carbine, 141, 166 (illo), 167
snail doped warrior caste schuul, 303
sneak attack squad, 296
Sniper quality (custom weapon), 153
Sniper Team fireteam quality, 109
Social (fireteam), 104
social contract, 273
social skills, 27, 48, 66
Sol system, 128, 130, 202, 221, 289, 295, 300
adventure seeds, 289
companies and organizations, 291
map, 206 (illo)
persons, 295
politics, 203, 205
Solward, Num, 254, 320
Solward, Qaya, 254, 319, 320, 333
Song specialty, 53
Sophonate, 71, 74
sphont, 28, 37, 56, 60, 69
advanced, 64, 86, 92, 96
common, 60, 69, 91
uncommon, 61, 69, 75, 93
Sophont history specialty, 37
specialties, new, 285
Specialist, 105
specialties, new, 284
Spindle, 237
Command Center, 238
Vault, 237, 238
Spy background, 60
ST2P (star), 265
system map, 264
stacking personal armor, 136
Stainless Steel Urchins, 295
starship,
affordable, 123
AI, 88, 98, 103, 113
armor, 115
boarding actions, 116
budget, 121
building, 35
exorbitant, 130
expensive, 126
living space, 121
repairing and upgrading, 120
starting, 102
systems, 114
taxonomy, 120
trade-in value, 125
Starship Firepower Class table, 120
Starship Size Class table, 120
starting gear, 100
Starting Health table, 67
Stationed Weapons skill, 27, 31, 66
stations, 220
statistics, derived, 57, 67
Stealth quality (custom weapon), 152
Stealth skill, 27, 46, 66
Steppenoff Station, 223
Street Criminal background, 60
Streeter & the Highwaymen, 326
Strength specialty, 43
Strohl Munitions, 294
20mm Magsplatter 440 scattergun, 140, 141
(illo), 165
7mm Rotary Mag-Rail Deluxe projectile heavy weapon, 142, 173, 174 (illo)
7mm smart flechettes ammunition, 143, 180
AP-1100 Railstream Perforator beam carbine, 141, 166 (illo), 167
AP-130 Plasgun beam heavy weapon, 142, 170 (illo), 171, 294
BH-209 Plasgun beam heavy weapon, 142, 170, 170 (illo), 294, 313
custom weapon modifications, 151
G/G 1000 projectile long gun, 141, 169, 169
(illo)
G/G 29 AP pistol, 140, 162 (illo), 164
G/G 29 pistol, 140, 162 (illo), 163
G/G 511 projectile carbine, 141, 167 (illo), 168
HW-105 Multicannon 105mm projectile heavy weapon, 142, 173, 174 (illo)
L-105 Breacher Cannon projectile heavy weapon, 142, 174, 174 (illo)
Smart Breacher missiles, 143, 180
stun ammunition, 151, 182
Stunts (with vehicle) specialty, 42, 44, 46, 48
Sturdy Construction quality (custom weapon), 153
success, upgraded, 10, 18
supercargo can-hauler, United Sol Megafabrications, 131
superfortress, Tausennigan Ob’ enn Thunderhead, 131, 258
Supplies (company), 97, 100
Support Staff fireteam quality, 109
Surgery specialty, 40
Swimming specialty, 43
swordgrass, 268, 272, 330
synthetic intelligence, 97

vs. artificial intelligence, 97

Tabberlin, Benjo, 316, 334
Tacobuca, 294
Tagon, Kaff, Captain, 226, 311
Tagon, Karl, Commodore, 306, 311, 312
Tagon's Toughs, 228, 237, 244, 306, 311, 313
tailing specialty, 47
tank, flying, AG Scutum 5240, 147, 198
mini, Dooblitz Foundry Pillbug, 147, 198
Tanstaff, 256
target number (TN), 9, 10, 25
hidden, 25
table, 9, 25
Tarriki Windracer, 326
taste specialty, 45
taste specialty, 45
tau system, 83, 84, 95, 125, 131
tausennigan hostilities, 125
tausennigan Kss'thurata (sophont), 63, 67, 83, 94, 131, 227
character creation, 83
names, 94
skymagi, 131
tausennigan Obenn (sophont), 63, 67, 83, 84, 95, 125, 131, 225, 226, 227
character creation, 84
names, 95
teadrop-class assault cruiser, 125
Thunderhead superfortress, 131, 258
warlords, 125, 131, 226
tausennigan wars, 131
team protection, 137, 160
table, 137
tenacity specialty, 53
tenhawk, Evan, master ranger, 208, 289, 295
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Thank you for coming along with us on our Planet Mercenary adventure. We hope that this book allows you to have many more adventures of your own.

Sandra Tayler, Alan Bahr, & Howard Tayler